
PRE-INTRODUCTION 

Welcome to this site. The information contained within it is a synthesis of information from some of the 

greatest minds of the past couple of millennia or so.  My personal input is minimal but significant in that 

it introduces the mechanism that connects Mind to Matter.  

Mindism reflects universal principles that are underwritten mathematically. Consequently the ideas and 

general content in this website are truths that will apply throughout the universe, not just on planet 

Earth. 

To understand the ‘origin of species’ it is first necessary to understand the origin of biological life on this 

planet. The evolution of species could only occur after the biological life processes that occur within the 

single cell became so efficient and adaptable to the external environment that the single cellular 

organism found itself surrounded by. 

The evolution and development of single cell organisms is to be contemplated and understood before it 

is possible to see how the processes repeat themselves in multicellular organisms.                                       

A single cell organism is basically a (relatively) very large (macro) molecular spherical structure that 

houses other macromolecular structures that also perform various functions that together, maintain the 

‘life’ processes and the integrity of the cell itself.  

The spherical like molecular  structure (the cell wall), is itself a combination of smaller molecular 

structures that together, control the two way flow of molecules (nutrients and waste products) through 

this barrier to the environment external to the organism. Some of these smaller molecular structures 

send messages to the DNA in the cell nucleus at the centre of the cell body enabling decisions to be 

made with regard to maintaining the processes of continuing survival.  

Single cell organisms were able to evolve because the intelligence that operated the decision making 

processes was already well established long before any of the primal factors that together enabled living 

organisms to evolve. Improving efficiency and saving energy were basic traits that drove the decision 

making process. It was this intelligent design that coupled with manipulation of the physical 

environment at the atomic and molecular level that directed the development of biological life. 

I use the term biological life to refer to the scientific definition of life, whereby organisms have to be 

able to sustain and reproduce themselves accordingly. (That Planet Earth may be alive requires a 

broader and somewhat different definition of ‘life’ to be used). For the whole of this work I use the term 

‘life’ to refer to biological life. 

 It is now well established that evolution did not occur through random mutation and that many 

mutations themselves are generated by the DNA molecules themselves. A basic premise of ‘Mindism’ is 

that biological life only arises where there are molecules of DNA. No DNA, no Life. The individual atoms 

of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen that combine to form the basic structure of a DNA molecule, 

are not known for their high IQ’s or ability to make critical analysis of ‘germ theory’. The intelligent mind 

that can make informed and real-time decisions is an entity separate from the biological organism that is 

connected to it by its own DNA. The ‘energy/information’ that enters the cell and maintains the life 

processes of the organelles within the cell primarily comes from the DNA.  



All multicellular organisms start their life journey as a single cell which subsequently divides and 

differentiates into the various organs that enable that creature to continue the life processes as a 

member of a particular species. Although outwardly looking very different from other species, internally 

the cellular activity occurring within the organisms is often virtually identical. Humans have some genes 

identical to the pea, ultimately I am not a supporter of the conventional scientific explanations 

concerning genes and their expression, however, the facts have to be accepted and there are sequences 

of DNA found in human chromosomes that code for proteins that are found in the pea plant as well as 

human beings. It should be remembered that sequencing the human genome found fewer genes in the 

human than are found in the drosophila fruit fly, and that the meagre number of less than 22,000 genes 

in the human genome does not explain the appearance of over 200,000 different proteins found in the 

human body. 

So something is incorrect with the conventional scientific explanations. There are agendas in place 

controlling and manipulating the study and published work of scientists and anything that challenges the 

agendas is outlawed. This work is a direct challenge to the scientific established explanation of life and 

its origins. Actually, science does not put forward an explanation of how life started, this work is exactly 

that. A most reasonable and rational explanation of the facts and information available to us all. 

We do not accept that DNA came from another planet and started life here. Were that the case, then 

the original life forms would not have been rudimentary primal cells that slowly evolved more complex 

structures and life forms. Instead they would have been more robust and more evolved from the start. 

We do not accept that life has developed though random mutation over billions of years. Many 

structures within single cell organisms require more than one mutation to occur at the same time in 

order for that structure to originally manifest. The bacteria flagellum is sounded as the proof that 

Darwinian evolution by random mutation is a false concept. For many who cannot think beyond their 

own education that implies that God is the only other explanation. 

We do not accept the story of ‘God’ as given to us in ‘ancient texts’. There is no empirical or sensory 

data that supports this story. The ‘God’ story is an interesting phenomenon that highlights the delicate 

nature of the human psyche and its ability to be manipulated and controlled by individuals of less 

inscrutable morals and ethics.  

We do accept that it is Mind that manifests a hyper intelligent force of information processing that itself 

has evolved, developed and enhanced its inherent intelligence. Mind exists in a realm/domain outside 

SpaceTime, it is a hyper concept. Its existence is known by its attributes such as the ability to store and 

access information (memory) and the ability to process information from the most basic to the most 

complex. The concept of ‘consciousness’ evolved and is not a ‘First Cause’.  

First Causes are by definition the original existents and all of existence manifests from this ‘Source’. This 

is not my idea, but it is the foundation that enables an explanation of everything, it is from one of the 

greatest geniuses of all time. Apply rationale, reason and logic and comprehension becomes 

understanding. Further the process and understanding evolves accordingly. As soon as there is a block 

introduced into this processing of information the mind becomes partially closed (down). Accepting 

things to be true that are not true is a block and disturbs and distorts the mind accordingly. 



SO, AS YOU WADE THROUGH THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS WEBSITE, STRIVE TO MAINTAIN 

THE ‘OPEN MIND’ AND QUESTION YOURSELF AS TO WHY YOU BELIEVE THAT CERTAIN PIECES OF TEXT 

ARE WRONG. OR MAYBE THEY JUST CHALLENGE YOUR WORLDVIEW, WHICH LIKE MINE, WAS 

CONSTRUCTED BY OURSELVES USING INFORMATION THAT WE APPROPRIATED OURSELVES, SO TO 

SPEAK. 

 IN TRUTH, THE EDUCATION WE HAVE RECEIVED WAS DESIGNED TO DEVELOP A MINDSET THAT WOULD 

NOT CHALLENGE THE STATUS QUO AND SO BENEFIT THOSE WHO CONTROL THE NARRATIVE AND 

SUPPRESS TRUEE INNOVATION.  

 


